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ARTIST IN RESIDENCE 

Stairway studio 

‘Yesterday, upon the stair, I met a man who wasn’t there.’  

That line from the 1899 poem Antigonish by William Hughes Mearns came to 
me when I stumbled on the Library’s current Artist in Residence, Hadyn Wilson, 
who has set up a temporary studio on a small landing backstairs in the Mitchell 
building.  

Although at first glance the space is not very prepossessing, it is blessed with 
excellent natural light, a prerequisite for any artist. And while the stairs are used 
occasionally by staff, there is no significant passing traffic, meaning that Wilson 
can work relatively undisturbed. For Wilson, the landing is an ideal spot, within 
close reach of the collections he is mining for material.  

His assistant, Pru Smith, runs up and down to source books and references 
from late nineteenth and early twentieth century documents. Wilson is building 
an intriguing series of fictional narratives around the lives of Australian artists 
and associated figures — from Arthur Streeton to Robert Louis Stevenson — 
even going so far as to write fake letters they might have penned.  

In one cheeky instance, he has cut and pasted a photograph of Paul Gauguin 
into a group shot of Australian artists at the Montsalvat colony in Victoria. ‘I am 
creating backstories and alternative versions of history like a novelist,’ he says, 
describing his project as ‘historyonomy — a word I coined that is a weird 
combination of history and the word ‘onomy’, as in a system of rules or laws, or 
a body of knowledge’.  

Supplementing the letters, diaries and artworks that Wilson and Smith have 
discovered in the Library’s collection are paintings from the Howard Hinton 
Collection at the New England Regional Art Museum.  

So far Wilson, a prize-winning artist, has created a series of miniature oil on 
canvasses little larger than postcards. He is copying paintings in the Hinton 
collection, by various artists, and tweaking them with a playful or mischievous 
detail to add an element of intrigue, and invite speculation. In one instance of 
irreverence, he has altered a painting of a ballerina by Jean Béraud, dating from 
1873, adding a small silver Glock pistol in the subject’s clasped hands. ‘I try to 
make these intrusions subtle and do them with integrity.’ 

 



  

 

His portraits, landscapes and still life pictures will, when exhibited later this 
year, be supplemented by short videos in which Wilson is the unreliable 
narrator in a series of mini-mockumentaries that include almost plausible made-
up histories and encounters.  

In the process of researching his subjects, Wilson has uncovered the lives of 
several forgotten women artists who were contemporaries of their more famous 
male counterparts — among them Hilda Rix Nicholas, the wonderfully named 
Polly Hurry, and Vida Lahey. A fossicker and bower bird by nature, he is a long-
time collector of found organic material and objects, which he keeps in the 
Mosman studio he shares with Stephen Coburn (the son of artist John Coburn); 
it is his contemporary version of a cabinet of curiosities.  

The colonial past has been a consistent theme in his body of work, in particular 
the Curlew Camp encampment at Sirius Cove in Sydney, where Tom Roberts, 
Arthur Streeton and other artists explored the innovative practice of plein-air 
painting. 

Having first visited the Library as a schoolboy, Wilson is completely at home 
there. Although back then he would not have known about the landing that has 
become his studio. 

By Caroline Baum, 2018 Reader in Residence at the State Library of NSW 

More about Hadyn Wilson at www.hadynwilson.com 

 


